Model ST-M092-R (Servo-Wave, 2 Finger Type)
Model ST-M092-L

Specifications

Features
- Shimano Total Integration Compatible
- SLR (Shimano Linear Response) PLUS Compatible
- 7-speed SIS Compatible

Dual Repeat Function:
- Brake Lever Stroke Adjust
- Shifting Lever Angle Adjust
- Light Action Lever

Weight: 535g

Material:
- Bracket & Lever: Light Alloy - Anodized Finish

Usage:
- For SLR & SIS function, use for SLR outer casing with liner (Brake Lever) and SIS-SP sealed outer casing with liner (Shifting Lever)

For Left Hand

For Right Hand

Item No. | Part No. | Description | Interchangeability
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 66V 9100 | R.H. Shifting Lever Unit | A B
2 | 66V 9201 | L.H. Shifting Lever Unit | A B
3 | 66A 9003 | Shifting Lever Fixing Bolt (M5 x 11.5) & Spring Washer | A A
4 | 66V 9002 | R.H. Wire End Hooking Cover & Screw | A A
5 | 66B 9003 | Cable Adjusting Barrel Unit | A A
6 | 87N 9802 | Lever Cover (Pair) | A
7 | 87N 9801 | Brake Cable Adjusting Bolt & Nut (M10) | A
8 | 87A 0600 | Clamp Bolt (M6 x 16) | A A
9 | 87N 1200 | Lever Axle | A
10 | 87N 9804 | Cam Unit | A
11 | 87N 9806 | R.H. Wire Hook Unit | A
12 | 87N 9807 | L.H. Wire Hook Unit | A
13 | 87N 2000 | Lever Axle Fixing Bolt | A A
14 | 87N 9805 | Spring Piston Unit | A A
15 | 87N 2100 | Brake Lever Body | A
16 | 87A 2000 | Outer Cap | A

Item No. | Part No. | Description | Interchangeability
--- | --- | --- | ---
10 | 87N 9804 | Cam Unit | A
11 | 87N 9806 | R.H. Wire Hook Unit | A
12 | 87N 9807 | L.H. Wire Hook Unit | A
13 | 87N 2000 | Lever Axle Fixing Bolt | A A
14 | 87N 9805 | Spring Piston Unit | A A
15 | 87N 2100 | Brake Lever Body | A
16 | 87A 2000 | Outer Cap | A

A: Same Parts
B: Parts usable, but differ in materials, appearance, finish, size, etc.
Absence of mark indicates non-interchangeability.
The table indicates the adaptability of conventional parts to ST-M092-R/-L.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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